
PHONOLOGY

Hooi Alphabet

The f ol lowing symbols are commonly used to represent the sounds of the

Hop! language-

HC



vail

Mill

Y.OU

oh^oh

oova 'grape'

wi ihu 'grease'

yuku 'made'

pu' 'and then'

Additional Pronunciation Hint^ :

6 This Hopi vowel is pronounced similar to the £ in English 'met',

except that the lips are rounded,

q This consonant is like a Js, sound, but is made with the tongue

lightly touching the back of the throat,

r The Hopi r is nothing like an English r; rather it is something

like an English z. or zh but with the tongue tip curled back

a little. See predictions and examples under "Aliophones" below,

u Unlike English, the Hopi u is usually made with unrounded lips. See

further information under "Allphones" below,

v The Hopi v is often pronounced with the lower lip vibrating against

the upper lip instead of against the upper teeth as in English.

' The glottal stop is like a catch in the throat. See further

inf ormat ion under M
Al lop hones" below

.

p , t , k
, q These stops are voiceless and unaspirated in Hopi . As in

Spanish, there is no puff of air after the Hopi a, i, Jc, or £.

Wr it ino Conventions =

6 For computer-related reasons, we have chosen to write the Hopi

front-rounded vowel as 6 instead of the 5 used by many linguists.

u The use of u for the high-central-unrounded vowel [±] is now widely

accepted by most Hop is and by many—but not all— 1 inguist s

.

y ' There has been some disagreement among 1 inguist s as to the phonemic

interpretation of the Hopi possessive morpheme. It is evidenced by



a high-front-unrounded-voiceless voicoid with egressive laryngeal

air, in which the voicoid £ or Y and the glottal stop are

essentially simultaneous. We have chosen to represent this as yj.

instead of the ly_ used by some linguists. (We interpret the ^ sound

after the glottal as a predictable vowel echo. ) To our knowledge

all other occurrences of syllable-final consonant clusters end in a

stop, so our treatment fits well with the regular consonant-cluster

pattern in Hopi

.

k/ky We have chosen to dist inguish Jc and J^y. in Hopi writing because

of the contrast between Spanish loan words and other words in Hopi.

Compare keeso 'cheese' and kveele 'sparrow-hawk.'

k/q We have likewise chosen to distinguish j$. and g in Hopi writing

because of the contrast between Spanish loans and other Hopi words.

Compare kaneelo 'sheep' and oanu 'gall bladder.'

Length:

Hopi vowels may be either short or long in duration. Vowel length is

indicated by doubling the vowel, e.g. pen 'there', oeeo 'almost'. The sound

difference is equivalent to the difference in duration of the English £ in

'bet' vs. 'bed', except that in Hopi this small pronunciation di f f erence

causes a meaning difference, as just illustrated above.

ftlloohones:

e Hopi e ordinarily sounds like the £ in English 'met', but after nfl

or a it sounds like the a in English 'cat'.

Example: Hopi nen 'and then' vs. nihae 'and so'.

h At the beginning of a syllable it sounds like the English h in

'hit'. After a vowel it takes on the quality of that vowel in

voiceless form

.
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Example: Hopi hfifli 'Hopi* vs, nahoi 'leave', nchoewi 'against

himself, oihtakna 'mend', oohta 'try', ndhaiki

'omelet', and nuhtavta 'await',

i This normally has an English ££ sound, but when followed by syllable-

final g it has a short i sound as in English 'hit'.

Example: Hopi nant it 'after that happened' vs. pant iaw

'when that happened'

.

r Hopi £ is voiced at the beginning of a syllable and voiceless at the

end of a syllable.

Example^ Hopi riva 'spin' vs. kur 'if.

s and ts In Hopi men's speech the £ and i_a are said more toward the back

of the mouth at the beginning of a syllable, and more toward the

front of the mouth at the end of a syllable. In Hopi women's speech,

the pronunciation is always more toward the front of the mouth.

Example^ Hopi sihu 'flower' vs. istathihi 'wow! 1

.

Hopi tsomo 'hill' vs. ii ts 'early'.

u Unlike English, the Hopi y. is usually said with unrounded lips.

However, when the Hopi y is followed by a, the lips are rounded.

Example- Hopi ouunat 'recently' vs. vuwsi 'garment 1

.

' glottal stop is weak when it begins a syllable and strong when it

ends a syllable. After a strong glottal stop the preceding vowel

has a weak voiceless echo. (All Hopi words which apparent ly start

with a vowel actually start with a weak glottal stop. )

Example: Hopi vu 1 ata 'his mother' vs. i ' wa 'this one',

k It would appear that historically k, and liy. were a single letter

in Hopi, with k occurring before i, o, and i±, and k^

occurring before 3. and £. However, when Spanish words with k
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before 4 or fi were introduced the fc, was not changed to ky ,

Thus the historical pattern broke down and now Hopis react to these

two sounds as separate letters,

Morphophonemics:

When a word beginning with a receives a prefix which places that a next

to a voiced sound, the a changes to v. Example: aftAiA 'field' plus iz 'ny'

results in ivasa 'my field'.

Laverne Masayesva Jeanne, who took her first 1 inguist ics class from

Professor Seaman, has pointed out that the alternation between v and a is

being lost in the speech of some younger Hopis (Jeanne 1982). Thus where an

older speaker would say ivovo for 'my knife' a younger speaker might say

ipovo - Where an older speaker would say nu 1 naavena 'I took a picture of

myself a younger speaker might say nu 1 naaocna .

When a vowel which follows a v is deleted, putting the v at the end of a

syllable, the v becomes a a. Example*- navota 'he heard' vs. nanaota 'they

heard' .

As mentioned under 'Allophones' earlier, Hopi k and J^ are complementary.

The k. only occurs before i, a, and u- (Spanish loan words are exceptions.) The

ky only occurs before §. and e. Morphophonemical ly , when suffixation changes an

ii &i or ji to 5 or s then the k changes to J<y.. Examples: oaki 'he entered'

plus sJ. 'conditional 1 results in oakve 1 'if he enters'.

When a morpheme ending with n is suffixed by a morpheme starting with

il or a« the n becomes nfl. Example: pan 'like that' plus

-oawu 'say 1 results in oanQQawu 'he said that.'

When a Hopi word with a long vowel receives a prefix, the original long

vowel becomes short. Example: siiwa 'man's younger sister' plus tz 'my'

results in isiwa 'my younger sister'.
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When words or parts of words combine in Hopi, there frequently is loss of

an unstressed vowel, often with compensatory lengthening of the preceding

consonant. Examples: taavo 'cottontail* plus makto 'went hunting 1 results in

taomakto 'he went hunting cottontails'; su- (always stressed) 'quickly,

suddenly' plus oitu 'he arrived' results in suptu 'he arrived suddenly'.

Benjamin Whorf mentioned this decades ago (Whorf 1946) and it has been further

elaborated recently by others, [See, for example, Jeanne 1982],

When the vowel of a J^a syllable is lost because of vowel deletion as

explained above, the J< changes to Jcjtf. Examples: hiiko 'he drank' plus -nl

'potential' results in hikwni 'he will drink'.

When the vowel of a ai syllable is lost because of vowel deletion, the a

changes to ow.. Example: oaa- 'liquid' plus oriri 'mixture' results in paowri

•piki batter'

.

When a word root ending in i is suffixed by a morpheme beginning with 1,

the original i becomes a is.. Example: hdta 'open' plus -ilt i 'it became'

results in hritsiltii 'it was opened'.

When the possessive morpheme -v' follows an i, the y is assimilated,

resulting in i

'

.

When the particle oa- is affixed to a verb or adjective, it does not

cause any changes in the stress or rhythm of the word. Some linguists might

argue that this oa- is an independent word; yet in a word like

naaaahihtata 1 put himself down' the oa- is clearly incorporated into

the larger word. (Observe that the reflexive naa- never stands alone.)

Stress-Pitch :

Stress, rhythm, and pitch are all interrelated in Hopi.

Syllables may have one of two lengths:
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CV- one unit fli 'because 1

CW- two units oii vi 'who knows?'

CUC- two units oanta 'it's like that'

CUC (final) one unit fiA£ 'very*

This neans that syllable-final consonants which are not word final normally

take length. This can be especially noticed on the voiced continuant sounds

i» Q» Dfli EL* W.» and Y. but can also be detected on voiceless consonants

including the stops p., t., &, and fl.

Stress is evidenced by a rise in intonation and on short vowels by added

emphasis. (On long vowels there is the rise in intonation but no added

emphasis. )

In words of two units, the stress falls on the first unit. (In the

examples here, a 1 over a vowel will indicate stress: tflwa 'he found', olaa

'carefully'.) In the example oAas . since the vowel is long there is no added

emphasis, but there is a falling intonation on the vowel because the stress is

on the first unit.

In words of more than two units the stress normally falls on the second

unit: mom&vam 'women', oaAsa 'field'. In the example oaAsa the stress falls

on the second unit, giving a rising intonation to the long vowel.

In words of a CVCCU pattern the stress regresses to the vowel of the

first unit, since a consonant cannot take the stress. However, in the case

where the second consonant is a nasal, the rise in intonation is carried over

from the previous vowel onto the nasal sound: oAftta 'it's like that'.

Since the authors know of no examples of Hopi words differentiated only

by stress placement, stress intentionally has not been marked in this

diet ionary

.

Several researchers have noted in the speech of younger Hopis that there

is a blurring of the difference between a long vowel (W) and a vowel followed
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by h (VH>. However, intonation patterns reveal the historical difference

still followed by most older Hopi speakers. Syllable nuclei which were

historically yh, show a falling intonation, whereas syllable nuclei which were

historically ^l show a rising intonation. In the published literature, a

recent treatment of this is by Masayesva Jeanne (1982).

There is only one primary stress in each Hopi word. Longer words have a

complicated system of secondary and tertiary stress which is predictable in a

complex way intentionally not discussed here. The analyses presented on the

matter thus far are controversial, and much further research is needed before

a definitive statement can be written. Linguists from at least a half dozen

universities are working on this problem.
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